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JenniferMontanamight be best knownas thewife of football legend Joe.
But this former model and actress is a proud mother of four beautiful
children, an accomplished interior designer, and a burgeoning artist with
galleries and clients clamoring for her thoughtful and introspective
work.Gentry sat downwith Jennifer at her spectacular condominium in
San Francisco’s MillenniumTower to discuss her passion for painting.
When asked to describe his favorite recent painting by Jennifer, Joe Montana doesn’t

hesitate. “The one I liked most, she destroyed. It was a portrait of a woman done in
red—her face was very white. Jennifer said it wasn’t right, and she got rid of it.” Indeed,
Jennifer Montana’s passion and fire seem to ignite with each subsequent canvas. She
treats her paintings with the care, love, and protective nature she does her children.On
the day Gentry visited her spectacular art studio with its floor-to-ceiling windows, she
was very clear that some paintings were off limits to our photographer. “They are not
finished yet,” she stated matter-of-factly.To the casual observer they were quite lovely,
but the artist in Montana innately knew that theirs was a story that needed polishing.
Jennifer Wallace Montana’s own story is interwoven with a love of the creative, a

love of the arts. “From the time I was young, I’ve always been fascinated by creative
expression whether it was cooking, painting, sculpture, or dance,” she recalls. As a
young model, Jennifer found herself in Paris drawn to the beauty of the architecture
and majesty of the museums. Just a teen, the impressionable Jennifer was captivated by
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“Painting is easy when you don’t know how, but very difficult when you do.”
—EDGAR DEGAS
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the elegance of France’s capital and the world of high fashion.
The clothes, the craftsmanship, the photography—it was all
there providing the seeds of an artistic foundation in the woman
she would become.
Modeling led to acting—a foray that proved quite auspicious.

She met Joe on the set of a commercial. He was instantly smitten
and asked for her hand in marriage shortly thereafter. Over 25
years and 4 children later, the couple still seem as though they are
in the first blush of dating—each serving as the other’s biggest
cheerleader, advocate, and supporter.
The Montana children all recall their mother encouraging

them to dabble in art when they were young. Setting a good
example, Jennifer took photography courses and excelled at
portraiture, capturing her little ones at every turn in black and
white and developing the film by hand. Daughter Alexandra
recalls, “When my sister Elizabeth and I were little, Mom
painted our rooms and all of our bedroom furniture by hand,
with bows, geese, and other intricate designs. She always
encouraged us to take part in her artistic endeavors.”
Many of those artistic endeavors manifested themselves in

the form of interior design. “I’ll never forget the house she
showed me in Kansas City,” recalls Joe, referring to the brief
period following his San Francisco 49er days when he played
two seasons for the Kansas City Chiefs. “It was awful, but Jen
was convinced she could do something with it. When I
returned, the house was transformed—it didn’t look anything
like the house I’d toured. It was beautiful and rustic. She
draped the windows with burlap, textured the walls—it was
amazing.” In fact, Joe has often encouraged her to go into
design full time, “since she’s so good at it.” But the Montanas,
themselves, have ended up being Jennifer’s best clients. Many
moves have meant many new homes for Jennifer to hone her
craft and perfect her skills.
Jennifer’s pièce de résistance is the family’s Tuscan-style Villa

Montana in Calistoga—a breathtaking 503-acre property with
a masterfully designed and built 9,700-square-foot home at its
center. The Montanas were so enamored with Italian culture
and style that they considered moving to Tuscany at one time.
They later decided to recreate much of what they loved about

“When my sister Elizabeth and I were little,
Mom painted our rooms and all of our bedroom

furniture by hand, with bows, geese, and
other intricate designs. She always encouraged

us to take part in her artistic endeavors.”
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Italian living in the heart of the wine country. The property
took nearly a decade to complete and the results are nothing
short of stunning. Jennifer modestly says of the magnificent
project, “We wanted it to feel like it had been passed down for
generations.” Jennifer, Joe, and the children would take trips to
Europe to source items and materials for the home, but it was
Jennifer’s vision, in the end, that was realized and her extraordi-
nary attention to detail is evidenced throughout.
The decade spent creating Villa Montana was an active one

for the entire family.The children spent half of their lives there.
Sons Nick and Nate could be found on the basketball court or
in the pool, while daughters Alexandra and Elizabeth were
often busy riding horses with mom. Now that the girls are out
of college and the boys are away at school, Jennifer and Joe have
started a new chapter in their lives. Villa Montana is on the
market and these empty nesters have moved to San Francisco.
Millennium Tower couldn’t be more different from the

family’s wine country homestead, but it is equally spectacular.
The sleek monolith built South of Market touts some of the
city’s best views, bar none. Sitting on a deep velvet sofa in the
Montana’s new living room gazing out over the bay gives one a
surreal sense of flying. Many other celebrities and notables
have been attracted by Millennium Tower’s amenities, from a
Michael Mina restaurant and private Sports Club L.A. fitness
center to its Fort Knox-like security.The Montanas seem to be
loving it for the proximity to their daughter and easy access to
the airport and quick trips to visit their other children. Jen-
nifer’s partial to it for her new studio. She took on a second
unit in the building with abundant natural light and uses it to
paint each day.
“A few years ago, we were living part time inThousand Oaks

to be close to the boys,” she says. “And I finally realized that
I couldn’t come up with any more excuses for not painting.”

Joe echoes, “This is something she’s loved for a long time, but
didn’t have time to concentrate on.” Jennifer enrolled in classes
and started studying painting in earnest in Santa Monica. “I
started with portraits of the children,” she says. Alexandra cites
a portrait of her brother Nathaniel in his football helmet as
one of the favorite works by her mother. “It appears fairly sim-
ple at first glance, but it’s so striking to me because of the way
she managed to capture a ferocity in his eyes.”
But Jennifer notes that somehow she felt too close to the

subject when it came to portraiture. She’s found a new freedom
in abstract expressionism. “I love the strokes and textures,
working with a palette knife. I love experimenting.” Daughter
Elizabeth is fond of her mother’s new work, too. “Right now,
my favorite piece is one she’s done of a woman in mid-stride
wearing a long, gold and greyish-white dress. She has dark
hair, seemingly pulled up into a bun, and no facial features. I
don’t know why it strikes me—it might be the colors, or the
peacefulness of the woman that shines through.”
Some of the artists that continue to inspire Jennifer include

Dutch American abstract expressionist Willem de Kooning
and Bay Area legend Nathan Oliveira. When traveling with
Joe, she always takes time to explore galleries and museums. “I
could spend days in Manhattan’s Meatpacking District at all
the galleries,” she says. “Joe’s even coming with me nowadays,
though the children joke that I should give him a break now
and then.”
A number of galleries have taken notice of Jennifer Mon-

tana’s work. J. Howell Fine Art in Healdsburg will be holding
an exhibition this winter. When asked what’s next, Jennifer
looks longingly at some of the aforementioned paintings that
aren’t finished, perhaps hoping that they will reveal their secrets
and guide her brush strokes. “I’m not sure what’s next,” says
Jennifer. “I guess I will go wherever the painting leads me.” �

“Right now, my favorite piece is one she’s done
of a woman in mid-stride wearing a long,

gold and greyish-white dress. She has dark hair,
seemingly pulled up into a bun, and no facial

features. I don’t know why it strikes me—
it might be the colors, or the peacefulness of the

woman that shines through.”


